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Ronald Chung
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In my last message, I warned you of how busy we were 
going to be for the month.  Since then, we did not get to 
have a meeting together with our own beloved Rotary 
Club of Tai Po bell, but it only felt like last week!  That’s 
how busy we have been…
Perhaps it was just a lot
of good time together?  
Can you name 
them?  The 919, 
the Poolside fellowship, 
the RC Taipei’s Charter
Night, the 1010 …?

Looking forward, there may be another set of events 
staring down on us.  Nov 4th is the District 10K Race. 
Nov 9 is our great RCTP tradition’s CP Birthday 
Dinner, so our meeting on Nov 12th is moved.  After 
that, two more meetings in Nov and it is December – I 
think I am on pace of setting a record of being the 
Rotary Club President that presided the least meetings.

It may sound a little early, but the current board, 
following our club’s tradition, has set Dec 3rd as the 
Club Election date, so do think ahead on who you want 
to lead the club going forward (yes, I can start thinking 
of becoming an IPP – Irrelevant Past President – soon.)

While it doesn’t seem that we have been meeting 
much, but this board has not been neglecting its work.  
During the month, we have actually made much 
progress with service projects.

1.  We have launched TWO projects with the New 
Territories Heung Yee Kuk Tai Po District Secondary 
School: Sunshine Teens and 潮看Teen 空.

2.    We have also launched a NEW project that will 
build a dance team of Tai Po with marginal youth, 
partnering with youth outreach team that has been 
working with us on the Star Reaching Project.  In fact, 
this project joined a district level signing ceremony on 
929, thanks to our own DG Ken and PDG Tony’s effort. 

3.    We have also met to work with our RAAS as well as 
Interact school, TCCA, and committed to work with them 
on a career expo to be held on Nov 17.  We need your 
presence in this one talking to students on how to build a 
career in your area.  Our own ex-member Joshua Yau will 
also be attending to say hi and catch up with everyone.

4.    Talking about Interact, PP Ping has worked hard to 
set up a potential NEW Interact school for us, and we 
have met with the principal of a potential school on Oct 
18th.  Let’s hope for some good news. 

5.    In addition to a NEW Interact Club, we are also 
working on a potential U-base Rotaract Club at Wu Yee 
Sum College of Chinese University.  In a meeting on Oct 
15th, we met with Prof Rance LEE, Master of Wu Yee 
Sum College, Prof Sunny KWONG, Dean of General 
Ed., Dr. Nicole CHEUNG, Asst Prof, Sociology and Prof. 
Diana LEE, Chair Professor, The Nethersole School of 
Nursing and also Ms. Sandy Lee. 

So, if Rotary is about fellowship and service, RCTP 
certainly has accomplished A LOT.  Please give yourself 
a round of applause and close your eyes and rekindle 
what you have done in the past month and savor it.

Tomorrow is a brand new day with brand new 
opportunities and challenges.  Please do mark these 
dates for opportunity and challenges… Do remember Oct 
29th is the visit by Tai Po’s District Officer.  Can someone 
say 10K (or even better, run… on Nov 4th?) 
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Claire Mak
Editor Says … …

“ Internationality” best describes the happenings 
in the recent months of September and October.

First, we have DG 
visit to our Mongolian
members.  A sizable 
group of Rotarians, 
RCTP members 
included, joined the 

trip and had made a few new friends and found out a 
lot more about these far away members of our 
District.

Then we have our Japanese RI President 
honouring us with his visit to Hong Kong and we 
seized hold of this opportunity to have this 82-year 
old leader attend / officiate a number of worthwhile 

activities, namely launching of 
the Rotary coach,meeting our 
Rotaractors, inducting new 
members during Intercity 
Meeting in his honour … etc.

Not too long thereafter, a group of RCTP members 
and spouse flew to Taiwan and attended our sister 
club RC Tai Pei’s 64th

Charter Night. The 
joyous adventure started 
with whisky and good 
food at PP Ampo’s “cellar”
where members of the two clubs dined, sang, danced 
and mingled.  Then it was the joyous German feast at 

their Charter Night. Of 
course, golf was 
thrown in and the 
ladies went on 
shopping spree!  Pres 
Ron even joined in 

their District Swimming Gala!  Whew!
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We then received the 
visit of RI Trustee 
Wilfrid Wilkinson. This Canadian former RI 
President (of the Rotary 
Shares year) came and 
gave moving speeches 

about the good works of the RI Foundation, 
recognized Rotarians who supported the Foundation 
and of course, appealed for our District to do even 
better.  For RCTP, our new recognitions go to DG 
Kenneth and PP Louis (Major Donor III), PP Matthew 
Yum, PP Wilson Lam and DS Peter Lam (Major 
Donor II); Paul Harris Society members Rtn. Sasha
Chu, PP Wilson Lam, PP Man Mo Leung, IPP 
Masayuki Tsubaki; Bequest Society members PP 
Wilson Lam (level III) and Matthew Yum (level I) …
etc.

All these took place at the 
Intercity Meeting where a 
lot of Chinese celebration 
gimmicks were showcased 
and literally created a lot of 
noise.

Now don’t you find the past month as pretty 
international?  That’s what Rotary is meant for.  
Fostering friendship and cooperation amongst 
Rotarians from different parts of the world to better 
serve those in need.

Before I pen off, I must apologise for one oversight.  
In the last issue of Tai Post, I have missed our 
delectable Vikky from the September birthday list.  
She actually has her birthday on 21st September - the 
same day as Patrick Fong!  I wonder if that’s one 
reason why she succeeds Patrick as a most dutiful 
Sergeant-at-Arms!  Now we have two pairs within our 
club having same birth            days: Natalie and Claire 
on 17th September;                Vikky and Patrick on 21st

September!
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Rotary Information  

October is Vocational Service Month and I’d like to introduce to you a vocational service project by a club in the US featuring 
mentorship to young people which our club has also been actively involved for many years.  Perhaps we can pick up some new ideas
from this for our own youth projects.

Michigan club gives students a chance to explore their dream jobs
By Ryan Hyland Rotary News -- 5 October 2012

Benton Harbor, Michigan, USA, is helping junior and senior high school students develop careers by connecting them with mentors who are leaders 
in industry.

Participants are selected by their schools and given the opportunity to explore their professional interests 
with behind-the-scenes visits to area businesses. They also meet one-on-one with mentors, who share their 
experiences and advise the students on how best to pursue their dream careers.

Since the club launched the mentoring programin 2008, Rotarians have put more than 300 students in touch 
with professionals including lawyers, doctors, a Fortune 500 CEO, broadcast journalists, police officers, and
a professional football player. Two Rotarians accompany each student who meets with a professional. The
students are then required to report on their experiences at a meeting of the Rotary club.

“This program leverages Rotary’s amazing network of professionals to help young people connect with their 
career interests,” says Jackie Huie, program chair and president of the St. Joseph & Benton Harbor club. 
“We have not had a vocation that we couldn’t find for a student.” The experience gives teenagers a chance 
either to reinforce their career choices or to rethink them, says Huie.

Teri LaForest, a senior and a 2012 program participant, wanted to become a meteorologist. The club organized 
a meeting with a meteorologist at the local TV station. After the visit, LaForest concluded that that job might 
not be for her but that she still had a passion for environmental science.

Visit sheds light on career path

“It was really neat to be able to see the TV studio, an opportunity I would not have had without Rotary,” says 
LaForest. “Visiting the station actually made choosing a career easier, but tougher at the same time. I realized 
that I’m not very interested in the broadcast side of meteorology. The scientific side, however, I found very 
interesting. The experience got me thinking about possibly going into a field that combines engineering and 
environmental science.”

David Reimers, a second-year student at Michigan State University, met with Whirlpool Corporation CEO Jeff Fettig when he was a senior in high 
school. Reimers says that talking with Fettig confirmed his career choice, and he points to Whirlpool as the company he’d like to work for.
“I know for sure that business is the right field for me,” says Reimers. “In high school I was a bit naive thinking about the difficulty of actually 
becoming a CEO and the stress involved with the job. In college I have really tried to focus on the advice Mr. Fettig gave me, which was not to 
worry about your next job, just work as hard as you can at the job you have and the rest will take care of itself. If I don’t quite make it to the top I 
will be all right with that, as long as I have worked my hardest to get there. I now know that the only way to the top is from the bottom, and there 
are no shortcuts.”

Huie says the program’s success inspired the formation of the Interact Club of Saint Joseph - Benton Harbor in February. After just two weeks, the 
club membership grew to 60 students.   Huie says clubs from Scotland, New Zealand, India, Peru, and Japan have inquired about starting similar 
programs since she shared details about it with Rotarians at the 2012 RI Convention in Bangkok.

“This is a proven, successful mentoring initiative that directly links youth and communities with Rotary,” says Huie. “It’s attracting youth to Rotary 
and is a lasting catalyst for club revitalization, community relevance, and global membership growth.”

High school senior Teri 
LaForest (right) meets with 
local TV meteorologist Cindi 
Clawson as part of a vocational 
service project conducted by 
the Rotary Club of St. Joseph & 
Benton Harbor, Michigan, USA
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RI President and DG Visit to Mongolia 
14 to 17 September 2012

District 3450 is honoured to have RI President Sakuji Tanaka joining DG Kenneth in his visit to Mongolia.  In 
fact, they started on a small detour and visited Tianjin first and were received by our IPP Tsubaki.

13 SEP/THURS – Tianjin

A vocational visit to Tsubaki’s
shop. 

The group just finished dinner at 
Bunt Japanese Restaurant.  
Tsubaki went all the way to 
Tianjin to welcome RI President.  
His friend from Isetan also 
attended the dinner. 

14 SEP/FRI - Arriving Ulaanbaatar

The delegation arrived Ulaanbaatar at night, 
was warmly welcomed at the airport and then 
whisked to the Chinggis Khan Hotel.

15 SEP/SAT - DG Meeting with local Rotary Clubs; Community Service Visits; City Tour

DG Private 
Meeting with 
individual club 
– Meeting RC 
Khuree

Visiting Japanese International School with group photo taken 

Wanda and 
Wilson outside 
Congress Hall

Orphanage Visit 
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16 SEP/SUN – DG Meeting the Youth; Ger Camp Visit; Mongolia wildfire BBQ 

DG Kenneth meeting with and welcomed by Mongolian 
Rotaractors

Wanda on Camel

Wanda and Wilson inside Ger 
tent

17 SEP/MON – Visit to Ministry, shopping tour and departing Ulaanbaatar for HK 

DG Visit to the Prime Minister 

The Beatles less one: DS Team 

Last minute shopping before 
departing Ulaanbaatar 

Intercity Meeting in the Evening 

Elsie and Olivia from RC 
Central with DS Peter at 
the Intercity Meeting 

The MAD Team in 
Mongolia 

Visiting Nomad Village in 
Desert

Intercity Meeting Address by 
RI President Sukuji Tanaka 

Intercity Meeting Address by 
DG Kenneth Wong 

DS Peter Pang auctioned for the 
Rotaract T-shirt

Farewell lunch at B Boss 

Enjoying Mongolian BBQ
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RI President Sakuji Tanaka’s Visit to D3450 
17 to 20 September 2012

Ron Chung / Claire Mak

Rotary District 3450, led by DG Kenneth Wong, pulled off a 
MADdening Rotary miracle – Rotary International 2012/13 
President Sakuji Tanaka spent a whole week with the District. 
What does this mean?  How MADdening was this?
Considering the fact that there are about 360 days a year.  Also, 
there are 530 plus Rotary districts internationally.  How much 
time can the RI President spend with each district?  The simple 
math says 365/530, which means less than 0.7 day per district; 
but that is without taking into account of travel time.  So, in the 
week of Sept 13 – 20, RI President Tanaka san spent ONE 
WHOLE WEEK with D 3450, capping with the 919 Intercity 
meeting dinner as the finale.  What a treat to D 3450!  What an 
accomplishment pulled together by our DG Kenneth.

17 Sep 2012 (Monday) – Welcome
After joining the District Visit to Mongolia from 13 to 16 
September, RI President Sakuji Tanaka arrived Hong Kong on 17       
September and was warmly welcomed at the airport.

PDG Anthony Hung and DGN Belinda Yeung organized a 
welcoming banquet at the Regal Airport Hotel.  The menu was 
really special and it was at the courtesy of DG Kenneth.

18 Sep 2012 (Tuesday) – Launch of Rotary Coach
RI President officiated the launch of 
the Rotary Coach at the West Kowloon
Waterfront Promenade.

19 Sep 2012 (Wednesday) – Intercity Meeting

The finale showcasing the intercity meeting was pulled together in 
lightening speed by the host Area 6 clubs, which further proves 
that with Rotary solidarity, miracles can happen.

Next page



As the 919 dinner features the RI President, let’s find out more 
about him.  This task was effectively accomplished by a Youth & 
Peace Dialogue - IPDRR Edwina Chung and Rotaractor Karen Lai 
were tasked to interview R.I. President Tanaka san on-stage.

In the process we found out that Tanaka san’s early aspiration 
was to become a “prime minister” - not in a political sense, but a 
“prime minister” in being the best in the field.  He also 
emphasized the importance of giving the new generations the 
special care that they need including the need to cherish the 
young generations, listening to them and adapting to their world 
because their world is different from ours.  In the process, we 
also need to be conscious of the fact that the younger 
generations also need advice.  It is through a fine balance 
between adapting to their world and providing them with sound 
advice that our organization can go on.
President Tanaka also shared his view on peace with “Peace 
through Service” being the theme for the current Rotary year.  
His insight brought us not only peace from an international 
perspective, but peace must start from self, from our family, our 
club, our area, our district, then the region, then Rotary 
International and beyond.

DGE Eugene Fong then gave 
a Vote of Thanks. The 
message from the DGE built 
on the message by RI 
President and completed 
with the following powerful 
words, “Rotarians must 
defend peace at all costs.”
This was then followed by 

Souvenir Presentation by DG Ken.
Dinner then commenced with mingling and greetings.
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At 7:30 pm Dignitaries and Presidents marched-in.

The Opening Performance by Buddhist Mau Fung Memorial 
College Cheerleading Team “Ever” captured everyone’s attention.

Proceedings formally started with DG Kenneth declaring meeting 
open and the singing of the Rotary Song.

After introduction of Rotary Dignitaries & VIPs DG Kenneth gave 
his Welcome Remarks.

The evening started with a Photo-taking & Cocktail Reception.

Next page



The evening ended amidst the lovely tunes of Vive le Rotary

20 Sep 2012 (Thursday) – Farewell
The 8 days program in receiving Rotary International 
President Sakuji Tanaka ended on 20 September when he 
and his translator Eiko had left Hong Kong.

We are, indeed, lucky to be Rotarians in a year which “Peace”
is the theme.  We are, indeed, lucky to be Rotarians in a year 
which the RI President spent a full week with us.  We are, 
indeed, lucky to be Rotarians in a year which the DG pulled 
off a MADdening feast.
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As for performances for the evening, there was the refreshing 
Harmonica Performance by Hotung Secondary School.

Holy Carpenter Secondary School students also gave an upbeat 
Hip Hop Dance Performance.

While there are many other significant speeches and 
performances during the night, another highlight for the evening
was the induction of new members from 7 clubs in the District. 
Congratulations to Rotary Clubs of Happy Valley, HK Island East,
LKF, Metropolitan HK, Shouson Hill, SoHo HK and Tsuen Wan.
Meeting was declared closed at around 10 pm when Photo 
Session by Area took place.
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Theme Night 23 September 2012 Sunday
Presented by Team 1

Wilson Lam (Team Leader), Paul Chan, Pearl Dang, 
Manabu Kiyama, Timmy Kwong, Peter Lam, Ping Leung

Mid Autumn Pool Side Party
Featuring: BBQ Buffet, Singing, Birthday celebration, Lantern quizzes, Swimming, mingling, photo taking … …
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Taiwan Charter Night Oct 6 Taiwan Charter Night Oct 6 Taiwan Charter Night Oct 6 Taiwan Charter Night Oct 6 – 8888
Ron Chung

From a sister club relationship perspective, RC Tai Po 
and RC Taipei have been relatively close.  

Every year, we support each other's projects.  Every 
year, we join each other's major functions - they come 
to our annual ball, we attend their charter night.  

This year, thanks to the support of DG-ne Lucia, IPP 
Tsubaki and Connie, (II-) PP Frankie (I have this 
respect to PP Frankie and he was IPP last year, so he 
is now, to me, II PP, which is more special than a PP) 
and Creamy, PP Man and Jackie, PP Wilson and 
Wanda, we had a delegation of 10 (Alice was there, but 
she had to leave early.)  

We started with a 
private party hosted 
by our old friend PP 
Ampo at a private 
party room in his 
office building… if 
you think that’s 
impressive…
there’s more… the 
building sits on a 
hillside overlooking 
101. 

Representing RC Tai Po were (in physical presence) 
myself and Alice, IPP Tsubaki and Connie san, PP Man 
and Jackie, PP Wilson and Wanda.  DG Ken, DS Peter, 
PE Francis, VP Natalie, PP Claire, PP Matthew, and PP 
Jacky joined us over the WhatsApp (how about 
technology…)

As we greeted and rekindled with each other, PP Ampo
said to each and everyone, “no speech” (I can definitely 
go with that, I thought.)  

The main event for the evening was, of course, great 
fellowship.  We were joined by a 3L bottle of 
Glenmorangie (CP Donald’s favorite whisky).  We were 
going to save some for our CP, but either PP Ampo or 
PP Story, or perhaps it was President Tom from RC 
Diamond, or Assistant Secretary (our equivalent of 
DDS…,) or VP Eugene finished it when we were 
watching the Tai Po choir singing.

The next evening, we 
were invited by 
President Jan for a 
meal at a special 
location.  The 
restaurant, 青葉新樂園,
is in an 80 years old 
building in a historical 
cultural area.  It serves 
traditional Taiwanese 

food.  Do give it a try, you have to experience it.  This is 
something that words can’t fully describe.  That night, in 
addition to meeting up with our old friends at RC Taipei, 
we also met some new friends from RC Yokohama, very 
nice people.  They do not have an annual ball, but have 
indeed invited us to their Christmas party on Dec 18, any 
interest?

On Monday, most of our team went to our traditional golf 
event.

Welcome Dinner at The K Room in 
Ampo's office 

Welcome Drink: 3L and 
miniature Glenmorangie
Whisky 

PP Ampo and Pres. Ron started 
with the 3L Glenmorangie The Golfers 

Dinner with RC Yokohama 
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I, somehow, got dragged by President Tom and AS to 
the district swimming gala (I think I was “under the 
influence” when I promised them.)  Tai Po did fine at 
District 3480!  They now identified me as a president 
who can drink alcohol as well as water!

Finally, the grand finale, the Chartered Night. This was 
a special night for RC Taipei as our sister club’s PP 
Gary is going to be the RI President in 2014 – 15.  
Imagine THAT!  The first Chinese president at the RI.  
We are extremely proud of PP Gary and our sister club!

RCTP was seated right in front of the stage, next to the 
table where PP Gary sat (very nicely strategically 
placed, so RCTP can add to the atmosphere, and our 
team did.)

Group Photo with RI President Nominee Gary Huang 

Otherwise, I made my speech, we exchanged gifts, and, the 
usual RCTP donating 10,000 HKD to RC Taipei for their 
projects (now you see why we are sister clubs?)

Connie san also got her birthday celebrated with almost 300 
people there and publically showing her drinking skill was the 
price to pay.

Talking about drinking, RC Taipei also had a beer drinking 
contest for teams of 2.  A total of 8 teams were formed with 
representatives from Germany, Taipei and Japan (tough 
competitors.)  RC Tai Po had 2 teams, and guess which Tai 
Po team gotten into the final?  Tai Po shined!

It was great fellowship, lots of pictures, lots of drinking, and
not much else can be remembered!  But it was good and Tai 
Po will be back!

Pres. Ron exchanged gift with Pres. Jan 
Pres Ron won Champion in Taipei District Swimming Gala

Pint of Beer for B'day Girl Connie 

RCTP PPs won 1st and 2nd in 
Beer Drinking Contest 

RCTP at the 
Oktoberfest-Themed 

Charter Night 



One of the major initiatives of District this year is Poverty Alleviation.  DGE Eugene Fong has worked with The Hong 
Kong Council of Social Services and invited proposals from NGOs on projects which support youth-in-transition.  These 
NGOs would form partnership with Rotary Clubs in Hong Kong.  Each partnership represents a unique collaboration 
between one NGO and Rotary club(s).  

Our club identified a new project with Hong Kong Children Youth Services 香港青少年服務處.  The project aims at 
helping youths in Tai Po and the North District by forming a dancing team for 深宵街頭青少年:

Project name: STEP UP INFINITY
Project period:          11/2012 – 12/2013
Target participants:   30 youths
Project budget:         HK$30,000

One representative from each Club was 
invited to sign on the backdrop together 
the respective partnering NGO 
representative.

3 guests were then invited to further 
share with us about Youth services:

Mr. Cliff Choi, Business Director of 
HKCSS spoke on “Learning from 
international experience in supporting 
young people in transition from school to 
work - insights on Hong Kong programs 
& introduction of the M.O.R.E. model.”

Mr. Gary Tang, Supervisor, Hong Kong 
Federation of Youth Groups discussed 
“How to motivate young people for 
career planning?”

Dr. Chui Yat Hung, Lecturer, Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University gave 
insights on “Understanding young people 
and providing effective student 
guidance.”

After the coffee break, Breakout Sessions 
were held where the 13 NGOs were 
assigned to 3 separate groups and gave brief 
presentations about their projects, leaving 
time for discussions and Q&A. 

The event ended with closing remarks by 
District Governor Elect Eugene Fong, 
Chairman of our District Poverty 
Alleviation Committee.  Hopefully, this 
launching ceremony marks the start of a 
focused service-oriented year. 
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60 Rotarians and over 20 NGO 
representatives enrolled for the event 
which took place at KCC.  This initiative 
saw Rotary Clubs confirming partnership 
with 13 NGOs in 13 projects to support 
our youth-in-transition. President Ron, 
Service Vice Chair Vikky and Rtn. 
William represented our club; and our 
partnering organisation was none other 
than our long time partner Hong Kong 
Children & Youth Services (our service 
partner in the Star Reaching Project) and 
was represented by Mr. Eugene Chau and 
Ms. Mel Kwan.

Reception started at 9:30 am.  Upon 
arrival of The Hon Matthew Cheung Kin-
chung, GBS, JP, Secretary for Labour & 
Welfare, the program started immediately 
with opening remarks given by Governor 
Kenneth and Ms Christine Fang, Chief 
Executive of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Services.  Then it was The Hon 
Matthew Cheung who gave the keynote 
speech.

Signing ceremony and photo taking which 
followed was done on a partnership basis.

Launch of Rotary-HKCSS Partnership 29 September 2012
Claire Mak

“ STEP UP INFINITY”

At your Service
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District Vocational Service Seminar
16th October, 2012 

The Marco Polo Hong Kong Hotel
Ron Chung

Speaker: Mr. William Fung of Li & Fung Group
Topic: The current US and Europe Economic conditions and how they affect Hong Kong
Pres. Ronald, DS Peter, PP Wilson, IPP Tsubaki and PE Francis attended

Basically, the speaker looked at the economies of US, EU and 
China, and how one should plan strategically. His view was that 
US is in the process of recovery, but the EU has still a long way to 
go. China is on a new mission to transform itself from the world's 
factory that relies on the economic health of others to a self-
sustainable economy. This should take another 20+ years.

Hong Kong will benefit from all these if the people in Hong Kong 
work hard to find their own niche opportunities. However, if the 
people in Hong Kong stay in the complaint and rely-on-
government mode, there will not be much hope.



It is my pleasure to continue my presidency in this Rotaract year 2012-2013.  Thanks 
to the support of my crew, the strong 13 is now off the pier!  Each one is unique and 
masterly.   With the coherence of the 13 of us, I anticipate a fruitful Rotaract year of 
2012-2013.

Rotaract Club of Tai Po 2012-2013 – ON BOARD!
Jodhy Mak
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Youth CornerYouth Corner

Installation Ceremony 
21st October, 2012 (Sunday), 
3pm – 5pm at Pixel Café

6 New members 
Jolly, Iki, Scarlet, Tony, Simeon 
and Alfred
Congratulations!

Goldi Mak
Treasurer

Iki Chan
Secretary 

Aubree Wai
EVP 

Jolly Yiu
IVP

Jodhy Mak
President

Crystal Chan
IS director

James Cheng
P&P Director 

Iris Li & Alex Fan
Community

Service director
Stanley Siu

Sergeant-at-arms

Vanessa & Meggy Cheng
Club Service Director

Tony Luk
PD Director
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Regular Meeting

Birthday gifts of lovely towel sets for September 
birthday boys and girls 

Pres. Ron’s birthday present Sweet birthday wishes from 
Alice 

Pres. Ron blowing out candles 
in an unconventional manner 

Caren was the winner of a delicate 
Japanese mirror given out by Patrick 

PP KL Cheng promoted the 
Centenary Challenge Cup (20 Feb) 
and District Conference (20-21 April) 

We welcomed visiting Rotarian Ohki 
(left) and welcomed back Rtn Kiyama
(right) 

Visiting Rotarian Ohki Higashiyama 
introduced himself and about his 
annual visit to HK in October for 
trade fair. 

RC Central’s PP Thomas, PE Andy 
and Pres. Olivia promoted their 
Annual Dinner (10 Nov) 

Pres. Ron cutting the 
birthday cake with 
better half Alice 

Pres Ron exchanging 
banners with Rtn. Ohki 

During DS Peter’s 
absence, PP 
Wilson became our 
busy photographer 

RCC’s Pres Olivia and PE Andy were greeted 
by our PP Pearl and visiting PP KL 



Sep Winners  
(100% attendance):

Francis Au, Caren Chan, Anthony Hung, Peter Lam, Wilson Lam, Dennis Lo, Claire Mak, Vikky Tam, Masayuki Tsubaki, Kenneth Wong

% of attendance of 
regular meetings 

(inclusive of make ups) 

On leave in Sep

Monthly Bulletin of Rotary Club of Tai Po (Oct 2012 Issue)

Chief Editor : 
Claire Mak
The Editorial Board : 
Peter Lam & Ronald Chung & Francis Au

Rotary Club of Tai Po     URL: www.rctaipo.orgMeeting at 7:00 pm every Monday at Regal Kowloon Hotel, Tsim Sha Tsui

Got something to 
say?

Tai Post wants to hear 
from you.  Write in to 
claire.mak@rctaipo.org

Tai Post reserves the 
right to edit articles for 
length and clarity.

Upcoming Events
Day Time Topic Venue

Yau Yat Chuen Garden City ClubCD Donald’s Hairy Crab Birthday Celebration  7:00 p.m.9 Nov 2012
(Fri)

Regal Kowloon Hotel, Mody Road, TST E.Speaker: Rotarian Amy Ho from RC of Admiralty
Topic: Employment of people with visual impairment

7:00 p.m.5 Nov 2012 
(Mon)

Regal Kowloon Hotel, Mody Road, TST E.Visit  by Tai Po District Officer, Mr. Paul Cheng Ching Wan, JP 7:00 p.m.29 Oct 2012 
(Mon)

Shanghai Fraternity Association, 3/F., South China Building, 1 Wyndham Street, Central

District New Members  Orientation12:30 p.m.27 Oct 2012 
(Sat)

Tsung Tsin Christian Academy Careers Talk10:00 a.m.17 Nov 2012
(Sat)

Shatin Sports Ground District 10k Race8:00 a.m.4 Nov 2012
(Sun)

3rd Sept    56.7%
12th Sept   33.4%
19th Sept   43.3%
23rd Sept   70%

“Oct”
14th    Jacky Sung
16th    Charles Chan 

(Hon. Member)
23rd   Ronald Chung
28th   Patrick Yung
31st    Sincere Yip

Manabu Kiyama, 
Jacky Sung, 
William Yim, 
Sincere Yip, 
Patrick Yung

in Sep        

Paul Chan, 
Roger So, 
Ada Wu

RCTP Outing 17 November 2012

This year.... it is all about NATURE!!!   Let's be LAZY - Enjoy the fresh air!

Sawadee Lunch - Somewhere in Kam Tin.... In a Thai setting, laid back and 
relaxed. 

Start our journey with Wine, Food, Green, and LAUGHTER!!! 

We will stop by a couple green spots. Just hang out! 
Have a drink and take some nice pictures!!! Nam Sang 
Wai, Pak Lai, Wetland Park.... Here we come!! 

Dinner of YOUR CHOICE - all tasty eateries. Please email Francis your priority. We will go 
by majority!!! 

3.  Hakka at 大榮華1.  Seafood at 
三聖邨

2.  Roast Goose 
at 深井
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